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      “The use of a client throughout the textbook sets Career Theory and Practice apart from other books. It fosters in-depth exploration into the application of theories and concepts of career counseling. It also hits on critical student learning, including understanding the current trends in work and its intersection with multiple populations. It educates students how to approach clients in a culturally responsive manner to maximize client outcomes.”
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      “The use of the case examples throughout Career Theory and Practice helps to bring the content to life. The order of the chapters is much better than other texts and the material is much more succinct than other texts. The summaries at the end of each chapter also provide a study guide for students.”




  
          David Ford Jr.




              


    
      



 


 
      “Career Theory and Practice provides a good framework to make the theoretical context practical. I like how this text makes career counseling ‘real’ for the readers.”




  
          Elbert Mackenzie Shell




              


    
      



 


 
      “Career Theory and Practice by Jane L. Swanson and Nadya A. Fouad has great practical, real-world application through the use of case-studies…Excellent resource.”




  
          Kathleen Woods




              


    
      



 


 
      “Career Theory and Practice is straightforward, readable, and quite handy. Highly recommended for work with adults that are entering the world of work for the first time, or for adults that are going through transitions.”




  
          Bradley Janey




              


    
      



 


 
      It was very approachable for students and easy to understand. I loved the integration of multiple case studies and the long-term case study across the book.




  
          Dr Lindsey Warwick
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